
zaterdag 18 jan. 2020 10:40 AM WET Avenida de Ayyo, 1, Adeje, Canarische eilanden, Spanje

Life preserver

In the morning sun I see him for the first time. The lonely golfer. With gray hair that has started the retreat. In the distance working on the

driving range. A neatly groomed gentleman.

With his bright blue polo shirt and matching cap. Quasi overreacted showing his practice swings. Busy with his ego. Or perhaps seriously

thinking to impress bystanders.

Life line

Indispensable for almost-drowning people. That rescue tool on the photo. Usually round, sometimes horseshoe shaped. At least 40

centimeters in diameter. Around a grab line. To stick on to and float safely.

Golf Costa Adeje, a green oasis in the landscape. Spring lives on Tenerife. Almost summertime, compared to the Iberian Peninsula. Constantly

20, 21 sometimes 22 degrees Centigrade on the thermometer. No back cramps, raised shoulders.
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Let alone winter hands. A relief if you got fed up. With the desolate Dutch cold. Full of dark days, gray skies and drizzly rains. As soon as the

Algarve lacks exuberant solar power.

Rejected

Swing on the autopilot. Exercise gives it a special place in memory. As a fixed mechanism. Don't concentrate on your individual movements.

Then it will guaranteed go wrong.

Especially in stressful situations. They bubble up unconsciously and spontaneously. Those promptings from my golfpro. Waiting for the first

tee. Where I meet him that afternoon. My flightmate. An ‘old’ acqaintance from this morning.

That attention-grabbing topgolfer. What a coincidence. A cloud of men's perfume dances ahead of him. My friendly greeting is given a cool

continuation. Dismissed, his arrogant attitude speaks volumes.
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Thinking

Well, I just don't have a handicap that is going to blow your mind. Superficial talk silted up in a slow spring breeze. Anxiety and social pressure

give physical reactions. Your heart rate becomes faster.

I realize it all too well. As soon as the sweat breaks out. My thoughts run wild. Totally wrong. Now that the attention is (too) strongly focused

on myself. Really disastrous for a good drive.

Straight forward onto the fairway, he mumbles. Half in himself or half against me. Well, that must be possible. I estimate, smuggling in under

the mouth. My disgust rises like a heavy fog.
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My fellow player replicates easily. Radiating absolute conviction, show-swinging. The group of trees on the right is not an obstacle under any

circumstances. Just like that bunker, he certainly claims.

Thoughts

In the meantime, he is already routinely aligned. Focus on the purpose of the action. A word distracts. Or counting in a fixed pattern. It keeps

your attention focussed, like a mantra. Sigh, it all sounds so light.

Really simple as a matter of fact. My golfpro is just a panacea. With a cure for every problem. As soon as my brain threatens to falter for a

moment. Ah, I tell myself. It's easy.

To chase the ball into the trees. Bad luck, unfortunately a lost ball. Just like last. Not the right thoughts, now. Hold on, I think. To those smart

advices from Ron. The miracle-worker among golfpros.
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Blue polo suddenly takes the initiative, unannounced. Regulatory, I would first have to tee-off. Maybe a hopeful sign. Oops, a plague like a cow

pat. Really no high performance. A crater in the grass.

Language ritual

What a bad luck, his drive ends gloriously against a tree trunk. Apparently nonchalantly I walk to my ball. Neatly ended up on the fairway.

Thanks to my smooth wush.

Conspiratorially, it winks at me. That mnemonic device worked. A cleverness made the fear of failure smaller. As if I was looking for the

glasses that already are on my nose. Which prevented me from failure.

Drive and meanwhile mingle. Very useful for the mental floater. Muchas gracias, Ron. Magical and very effective such a life preserver.
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